
GRADE  6       ENGLISH   LESSONS ( Week 3) 
COMPREHENSION  -   READ  the story , then  answer  the  questions in your book.  
 
ANANSI   and  the  Spider  pg    96 ANSWER   questions    Q  1-5  pg 96                5 

Find   the  Parts  of  Speech   in  the  story .            15/3-5                                                                                                      

Nouns  verbs Adjectives  Prepositions  conjunctions 

     

     

     

     

 

Identify   the  Tense   (eg.   I saw  a  lion  - simple  past  tense ) 
1 . Anansi  was  tricking  all  the  animals - 
2.  Anansi   fell  down  and  woke  up .  - 
3. He  is  pretending   to to  be  puzzled .   - 
4. When I  wake  up  I  play  around .- 
5. He will  be  hiding  in the  bushes  .-                              5      (15) 

 

LANGUAGE    --      Indicate  the  different  types  of  Sentences  

     Question    statement    exclamation command 

WRITING  .  
OUR  COUNTRY  WAS  ON  LOCKDOWN  FOR  2  MONTHS  DUE  TO THE  CORONA  
PANDEMIC . WRITE  AN  INTERESTING   NEWS  REPORT OF  3  PARAGRAPHS ON  ALL 
THE CHALLENGES  WE   EXPERIENCED  DURING  THIS TIME . INCLUDE  AN  EYE 
CATCHING  HEADLINE AND  USE  THE VOCABULARY BELOW. 
( Describe  exactly  where and  when it  occurred when happened  and  who  was  
involved .  How  we  overcame  these  difficult  times and  what  lessons  we  learnt   
From  them . ) 
 

1. Stop  right  there  or  I will shoot -  

2. Ouch  you  hurt  m
Downloads.lnk

y  finger     - 

 

3. How is  the  weather  in  England in  June-  

4. Lions  and  Leopards  belong to the cat family    

5.   Are  you  attending  the concert on  Friday               

      6.    Oh  my  God  what  a  beautiful  scenery             

7.   Wow  !   what  a  colourful   pot   -         

8 .What  grew along  the   river bank  -  

9.Tshepiso  lived in  the village      -         

     10.  Hands  up in the air Now   -                _  

     11.Ouch ! you hurt me                    -         

     12.  Get  out   right   now                 -            

 

SPELLING  :   Write   sentences   using  the  word s  below   on  pg  102 . 

 
Creatures  ,  heroes   ,  originated   ,  admiration  ,  captured . 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 



 
 
 
MIND   MAP  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 READING     -      AKPAN   CHAPTER 6-8 pg 
ANSWER  THE  QUESTIONS  .                                                            (Marks   15 ) 

 
1.How  isAkpan going  to  get  vital  information to  save  his  Dad ? 
__________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________2 
2. Where  didAkpan  hide  ______________________________1 
 2. Name    2  people  on the  ship . ________________________________2 

        3. Why  was it  easy  for  Akpan to  get  off  the  ship . 
         _________________________________________________________________1 
4 .Who  was  waiting  for  him  at  the  Shore ._______________________1 
        5.How  do  you  know  the  Udah  was  afraid .Quote  from the story the   
            Tells you this . 
          _________________________________________________________________2 
         6. Who  isIta  _______________________1. 
         7. Where  didIta   live  __________________________1 
         8. A  synonym  for  Verandah  is  ______________________________1 
         9. What  wasIta   holding  under  his  arm _____________________1 
        10. Where did  Akpan  hide to  see  Ita  moves . ______________________2 
 
 

2.Peoples  plight 

and  challenges  

Topic  : 

3 kindness and  

generosity of people . 

How   I felt  and  

lessons  learnt 

VOCABULARY   -  complicating   ,  unbelievable ,  frightening , 
extremely dangerous,  afraid , Devastating  ,  destroyed  ,  horrible,  
shaken  , uncertainty , gloomy, disappointed , curious ,Emotional  ,  
confused ,  depressed ,  terrible,  unnatural , practice  precaution , 
safe guard ,  protect ourselves , difficult  times  ,  worried ,  

2. different stories   

untold . 

How  I  occupied  

myself  

 

1.What I  understood 

about this  virus  

( started/ its  spread , 


